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LETTER FROM SWITZERLAND

Eugene V. Epstein

As far as anyone knows, the composer Karl Ditters
von Dittersdorf never visited Switzerland. This fact is of
some interest to musicologists, for Dittersdorf made use of
alpine themes at least once or twice during his lifetime. The
yodel chorus in Dittersdorfs operetta ///cronjwi« ÄTz/cker,
written in 1787, was clearly inspired by an Alphorn of the
Bernese Oberland, for it was only here that the raised, or
augmented, fourth tone was commonly used.

Dittersdorf himself was reluctant to discuss Switzer-
land, since he obviously did not want his contemporaries to
learn how inspiring the country could be to anyone who
wanted to write music. He took a special interest in the yodel
form, particularly as it existed in the area south of Winter-
thur. Although he never heard the true alpine yodel —as
Brahms later did — it is obvious that Dittersdorf had inten-
ded to visit Switzerland for this purpose, but apparently
could not fit a trip into his busy schedule.

Another composer whose music often reflects the glory
of the Swiss Alps was Franz Liszt. Unlike Dittersdorf,
Liszt travelled quite often to Switzerland in search of melody
and inspiration. He seems to have found both on the Walen-
see, a rather forbidding body of water which no one else in
his right mind would consider musically inspiring. But old
Liszt was inspired enough, probably because of the countess
who was rowing himaround the lake. She was Maried'Agoult
and she no doubt made up for any inspiring qualities lacking
in the general landscape. In any case, Liszt wrote a piano
piece on this lake, calling it zlzz /ac de hFa/efls/adr, and inclu-
ding it in his cycle, /(«nées de fè/emage (Years of Pil-
grimage). Interestingly enough, wherever he went with the
countess, Liszt was singularly inspired. He saw countless
things he might never have observed without her. And this
is why he called her the "countless countess".

The first year of dnnéci de Pè/erznage was reserved for
Switzerland, and, in the work, Liszt included some typical
Swiss motifs, as in the C7za/ze/ o/ ILz7/zam Te//, Oherman«
Ka//ej and T/ze Äe/& o/ Geneva. As far as can be determined,
Liszt was also the only composer of note to be directly
inspired by alpine flora. After picking various varieties of
gentians and primulas during a visit to Switzerland in
1833, Liszt carefully pressed them in a book of music paper in
order to preserve them for later inspiration and memories.
When he opened the book some three years later, he noticed
that the alpine flowers, with their strong colours, had left
their imprint on the blank music paper. With extreme care,
he circled the blue and red marks with his music pen. They

had formed a perfect series of melodies — a unique case of
direct inspiration from flower to paper!

Liszt was beside himself. He rushed down to the dock
and called to the Countess d'Agoult, who was rowing her
boat in the distance (the name of the lake is unfortunately
obscure). Marie apparently thought that too much of this
pilgrimage business was getting Franz down, for she rowed
as fast as she could to find out what was wrong.

"Countess," Franz cried out as she approached the
wharf, "the alpine flowers have for me a melody written!"

"Oh, Franzerl!" said Marie. "What will you name this
piece?"

"There is but one name possible," replied Liszt. "I
am compelled to call this composition F/cary mé/oz/z'zj'zze.s' z/es

zl/pcs. Whatever I in the future will do, or wherever I shall
be, I shall always remember the way the Swiss flowers have
dirtied up my music paper!"

Richard Wagner also came to Switzerland for inspira-
tion as well as to avoid all the people to whom he owed
money. "If I am ever to repay my debts," he is once reputed
to have said, "then I must go somewhere where the air is
clear, where the pine scent and the sea gulls form a curious
admixture for the prolongation of my unique art."

After visiting Switzerland, Wagner realized that this
was what he had been seeking. "Let me create more works
like those which I conceived in that serene and glorious
Switzerland, with my eyes on the beautiful gold-crowned
mountains; they were masterpieces and nowhere else could
I have conceived them." Here again, as in the case of Franz
Liszt, Switzerland was doing its inspirational job. And here
again, there was a girl to make the inspiration more be-
lievable.

Wagner's friend was Mathilde Wesendonk, and although
she had no title—being the daughter of a wealthy Zurich
merchant — she owned several rowboats and quite a few
houses to put them and anything else in. Mathilde put
Wagner in one of her houses so that he could write bigger
and longer operas — and the idea apparently paid off.
Among other works, Sïeg/Wez/ — or at least parts of it —
is the result of Wagner's love affair with Mathilde and
Zurich. Mathilde was also a poetess, and Wagner, in order
not to appear a complete ingrate, set some of her poems to
music. They were Der Fnge/ (The Angel), Träwme (Dreams),
ScAwerzen (Pain), S7e/ze sZz// (Stand Still) and 7m Tre/F/zaw.y

(In the Doghouse). Wagner wrote another well-known song,
Ifa/tzzTzg Mat/z/We, while in Zurich, and he dedicated it to the
chargé d'affaires from Australia, who took a particular
liking to his operatic elforts.
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Although he never would have admitted it, Brahms
would simply not have been Brahms without Switzerland.
Here we think of the plaintive Alphorn melody in the fourth
movement of his First Symphony. In 1868, while visiting
Switzerland, Brahms heard an Alphorn blow this melody,
and he immediately wrote down the notes for posterity and
for Clara Schumann, to whom he sent them, along with an
accompanying poem:

//oc/z aw/ -ßerg, tie/ zw 7a/
Gr/As z'c/z £>;cA We/faa-sewr/ma/

(High on the mountains, deep in the valley,
I send you greetings many thousand times)

Brahms would not have liked the way this poem sounds
in English, which is why he wrote it in German. But here
again we must bow in reverence before the ageless inspira-
tion of Switzerland, which provided the stuff of which great
symphonies are made. Brahms had no Countess d'Agoult
with him on the Swiss lakes (he preferred to row himself
when he lived in Riischlikon, on the Lake of Zurich).Nor
was there a Mathilde Wesendonk with her villas and poems.
Only Clara Schumann, sitting far away and believing in the
greatness of Johannes Brahms.

(By courtesy "5W/zez7n/id" Revue o/ S.ALT.O.)

VeLCRO
BRl-NYLON

ANCHORING
TOPS TO
BOTTOMS

So you
consideryourself
a seasoned
traveller!
Try this Swissair Quiz and see if you qualify.
Any score over 60 permits you to call yourself
a seasoned traveller! A score of 173 probably
means you work for Swissair!
1. All these aircraft are in the Swissair Fleet. Which ones have
you flown on?
D.C. 9 Q] Coronado Q Metropolitan [
D.C. 8 Q Caravelle Q
(2 points for each tick and a bonus of 2 points for the D.C.9)
2. Swissair flies to 68 cities on 4 continents. Award yourself
5 points for each continent you have visited. Award yourself
2 points for each city visited.

(A) EUROPE
Amst'dam Bucharest Helsinki

Innsbruck
Istanbul
Lisbon

Athens Budapest
Barcelona Cologne
Basel Cop'hagen
Belgrade Düsseldorf London
Berne Frankfurt Madrid
Bonn Geneva Manchester Prague
Brussels Hamburg Milan Rome

Moscow
Munich
Nice
Palma
(Majorca)

Paris

Rotterdam
Stockholm
Stuttgart
Vienna
Warsaw
Zagreb
Zurich

(B) AFRICA
Abidjan Cairo Dakar
Accra Casablanca Khartoum
Algiers

Lagos
Monrovia

(C) ASIA
Ankara Beirut
Baghdad Bombay
Bangkok Calcutta

Hong Kong Manila
Karachi Teheran

Tripoli
T unis

Tel Aviv
Tokyo

(D) NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA
Chicago Montreal New York
Buenos Aires Montevideo Rio de Janeiro Santiago

3. Have you availed yourself of these Swissair services?

(A) Inexpensive mid-week night fare now valid for travel from
Sunday evening to Friday morning, to Zurich, Geneva & Basel.

(B) Special Youth Fare allowing a 25% reduction on return or
round-trip day economy class fares to all passengers over 12

years and up to and including 21 years of age.
Score 2 points for each affirmative answer.

Congratulations!
or does it prove you just haven't travelled enough by
Swissair!

Welcome aboard

SWISSAIR

"Velcro" touch and close
fastener (a Swiss inven-
tion) is made of two Bri-
nylon strips which grip
firmly at a touch, yet
easily peel apart."Velcro"
can be cut with scissors

to any length. You can

sew it 'on by hand

or machine. It can
be washed and

dry-cleaned. Can-

not jam or rust.

LOOSE

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE AND INSTRUCTION COVERS

LEAFLET.

TO: SELECTU3 LIMITED., DEPT S.O., BIDDULPH, STOKE-ON-TRENT.

I/6 a
6in. strip
(3d. each

extra inch)
from

drapers
and haber-

dashery
counters.

The fastener you cut
as you please for
perfect fit and ad-

j ustabi I ity.
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